
ABSTRACT
Research and development tools for investigations of various
facets of braking processes cover three major groups of
devices:
• Dynamometer test rigs: assessment of performance,
durability, life cycle and others;
• Tribometer test rigs: definition of parameters of friction and
wear;
• Hardware-in-the-loop: estimation of functional properties of
controlled braking.

A combination of the listed devices allows to research
complex phenomena related to braking systems.

The presented work discusses a novel approach of test rig
fusion, namely the combination of a brake dynamometer and
hardware in the loop test rig. First investigations have been
done during the operation of the anti-lock braking system
(ABS) system to demonstrate the functionality of the
approach. This task requires the following configuration of
test equipment:
• NVH-brake dynamometer with integrated climatic chamber;
• Hardware-in-the-loop test rig including dSpace controllers,
hydraulic brake system, and sensors and actuators of the ABS
system;

Beside the introduction of the testing hardware, especially the
dynamometer design layout and its operational parameters
plus the hardware-in-the-loop test rig, the used control
algorithms are presented. Moreover one can find the used
parameters for first verification studies of the new approach.

As an essential conclusion it is recommended by the authors
that future braking test equipment for the laboratory should
consider the new and integrated approach of the Test Rig-in-
the-Loop layout.

INTRODUCTION
The development of brake systems requires an excessive
extent of testing. Since numerical simulations cannot offer an
entire system description under various operational
parameters and the final component and vehicle release is
always done for physical prototypes, several testing
approaches and philosophies were developed. They include
different techniques like dynamometer test rigs [1, 2],
tribometer test rigs [3, 4], and hardware-in-the-loop (HIL)
devices [5, 6].

For laboratory investigations of friction brakes tribometer test
rigs and brake dynamometer are traditionally used. They
allow to investigate performance, reliability, and comfort
issues. Although those techniques are well established and
refined they do not consider control interventions caused by
active safety systems.

Also for laboratory conditions so-called hardware-in-the-loop
test rigs are used when it comes to the development of ESC
systems. Traditionally they dispose of all components of a
real brake system. Nevertheless, no possibility of a real
braking maneuver is given since the brake discs do not rotate.
This requires friction laws, which are more or less accurate,
to represent braking conditions.

The presented article describes an integrated approach
combining several tools into a joint test application, so called
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test rig-in-the- loop (TRIL). It consists of the HIL test rig
interconnected with the brake dynamometer using an
environmental chamber. The objective of the research was to
show the general functionality of that new approach and to
verify it in a first step for ABS braking scenarios. In this
context the following chapters of the article introduce the
overall concept of the test rig-in-the-loop with description of
technical data of individual components, and even a first test
program for a possible future case study.

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
OVERALL CONCEPT
The discussed experimental approach was initially proposed
to avoid a number of problems of brake-related development
design to vehicle testing (poor reproducibility and
repeatability) and pure numerical simulations like FEA or
CFD (complex parameterization of models). The proposed
concept joints two different types of test rigs and includes the
use of new control algorithms, Figure 1.

Up to now the authors consider three useful fields of
application. Since the use of control interventions will
increase significantly (e.g. by the increased use of electronic
differential), one can say that there will be a remarkable
influence of the overall particle emission behaviour.
Honestly, it has to be stated that the number of these
interventions compared to the total number of brake
applications cannot be specified precisely at the moment.

Nevertheless the authors are convinced of the importance and
plan to concentrate on this issue in the near future.

A second application is directly linked to the first, namely the
wear of the friction partners. Unlike the particle emission
behaviour which is more dedicated to environmental
discussions the wear deals with economic aspects. First
preliminary tests have shown, even if it cannot be confirmed
by figures at the moment (since the already obtained data
from a project in collaboration with a notable industrial
partner is confidential), that the influence of control
interventions on wear can be significant.

Last not least the third application can be addressed to
performance vehicle stability. Since traditional HIL test rigs
use more or less accurate friction laws a major disadvantage
is mentioned. To imply real friction behaviour into the HIL
simulation model means a huge improvement in the field of
vehicle dynamic control (VDC) system development. This is
considered as a crucial step forward to improve active driving
safety.

The presented idea combines several advantages. Firstly, it
offers improvements in terms of functionality. The by the use
of this development approach enhanced brake components
will offer better characteristics in the fields of economy,
ecology and driving safety since it has to be considered as an
integrated approach of the development of friction couples
and vehicle dynamic control systems.

Figure 1. Approaches to experimentations
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Moreover it is expected that the development process itself
will be improved either. The combined use of two testing
philosophies in a single approach will offer some time cutting
benefits since the time for information exchange between the
development departments for brake design and VDC design
can be reduced significantly.

The proposed new method uses the test rig-in-the-loop
approach that advances the brake dynamometer with the
external HIL-control. This configuration provides a way of
investigating two additional tasks. A direct task: To estimate
an impact of controlled modulation of brake pressure on the
production of particle emissions from the brake couple. An
inverse task: To perform the multi-criterion brake pressure
control (high performance brake application without any
brake grabbing) and conceivable minimization of tribology-
related adverse effects. The paper discusses the direct task
only.

Further paragraphs introduce the TRIL components.

BRAKE DYNAMOMETER
Wheel brake testing can be performed using a brake
dynamometer. The presented system is a NVH test rig which
disposes of a decoupled fundament for the testing chamber,
Figure 2.

The powerful drive unit in combination with the huge amount
of simulated inertia (mechanical plus electric simulation)
allows to investigate various vehicle concepts up to light
commercial trucks. Typical applications consider
performance testing (like SAE J2522) as well as NVH testing
activities. For latter it has to be emphasized that a climatic
chamber is part of the testing facility. Therefore it is possible
to simulate winter seasons (cold and icy) as well as summer
seasons (hot and dry / hot and humid), which is also
fundamental for the combined HIL measurements. Under
slippery conditions the number of interventions by the VDC
system is much higher than for dry conditions and a good
grip offering tarmac road surface.

The integrated data acquisition system can be used for
gaining the required parameters such as air temperature and
humidity, speed, braking pressure and torque, and others.
Since the possibility is given to output the acquired data to
external devices and input additional data, a comfortable data
transfer between two rigs is feasible and allows an integrated
control and measurement layout.

The technical parameters of the test rig are summarized in
Table 1. This configuration of brake dynamometer means a
good solution to represent a physical brake system for the
combination with the HIL testing.

Figure 8. Recommended fields of application for the TRIL-concept
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Table 1. Technical parameters for the drive unit and
climate chamber

HARDWARE-IN-THE-LOOP
Figure 3 shows the structure of the hardware-in-the-loop test
rig used during the experiments. The HIL tool has the
following components:

• Platform - dSpace AutoBox with DS1005 PPP Board,
DS2210 HIL Engine Board and DS2003 Multichannel A/D
Board;

• Brake system - hydraulic system with the ABS hydraulic
control unit (pump and eight relay valves) actuating up to
four wheel brakes;

• Pressure sensors - two sensors for brake circuits installed on
the outlet of the master cylinder and 4 sensors installed on the
inlets of each brake caliper;

• Software - dSpace program modules for hardware part of
the test rig, MATLAB for the vehicle model and the control
algorithm.

The operation of the HIL test rig includes several generic
stages. First, the model of a certain vehicle maneuver is
uploaded on the HIL computer. The HIL computer
communicates with the road database. This database was
created from results of laboratory and field experiments and
contains data about friction-related tyre parameters with
consideration for environmental factors. In particular, the

Figure 2. Climatic chamber of the test rig (left) and brake setup for performance testing (right)

Figure 3. Layout and external view of the hardware-in-the-loop test rig
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dependencies of the tyre friction coefficient on the wheel slip
can be derived from the tyre-surface database.

The driver controls (brake pedal imitator) allow setting the
magnitude and rate of the brake control force. The hydraulic
control unit gets the inputs from the master cylinder and
manages the operation of the brake actuators. Depending on
the brake control force and the current state of the simulated
vehicle dynamics, the control algorithm determines the
operation of brake actuators (relay valves). In doing so, the
brake pressure sensors provide a feedback between the
vehicle model and hardware part of the test rig.

The hydraulic control unit has a structure similar with
modern ABS systems [7]. This structure can implement three
operation modes:

1.  Brake pressure distribution by the brake pedal pushing;

2.  Brake pressure increase at an insufficient brake control
force;

3.  Automatic pumping and re-distribution of the brake
pressure for the purposes of vehicle stabilisation.

INTERACTION OF TEST RIGS
Figure 4 explains the physical combination of the test rigs.
The TRIL approach unites advantages of both the HIL test rig
as a stationary system and the dynamometer as a system
allowing mapping of dynamic processes with consideration
of real tribological contacts.

In the considered case the test specimen is the friction brake.
The main engine drives the first friction partner, the brake
disc. The brake caliper operates the second friction partner,
the brake pad. The control pressure is delivered to the brake
caliper from hydraulic actuators of the brake dynamometer
through the ABS hydraulic control unit in the HIL test rig. It
allows pressure modulation at the brake caliper in accordance
with the logic of ABS control algorithms. Hence, the
operation of a real friction brake installed on the
dynamometer corresponds with the processes of vehicle
dynamics control determined by the HIL vehicle model.

A complementary aspect of the TRIL method is the
emulation of environmental conditions in the climatic
chamber in line with the driving ambient parameters stored in
the vehicle model. Hence it is feasible to simulate nearly
every kind of slippery conditions for more realistic
investigations.

Figure 4. Interaction of test rigs

FIRST VERIFICATION STUDIES:
BRAKING ON DIFFERENT ROAD
SURFACES
ANALYTICAL BACKGROUND
Following the research objective, the experiments have
required both cyclic changes of brake pressure in accordance
with the ABS algorithm and information about environmental
parameters corresponding to simulated road conditions. For
this purpose the test procedures have used the ABS algorithm
with fuzzy identification of tire-road friction on the basis of
the handling of the parameters of the road surface texture,
road surface and ambient temperature, moisture, and
precipitation intensity. This method was described in a
previous paper by the authors [8]. To make a brief
introduction, Figure 5 illustrates the used structure of the
ABS algorithm.

In accordance with Figure 5, the algorithm operation follows
a number of procedures:
1.  The block A forms the first cycle of brake pressure
increase after the driver's input on the brake pedal. The
pressure is increasing until the fulfillment of condition 1: the
wheel acceleration aw is less than the first acceleration
threshold [a1w], and the time of pressure increase is more that
minimal appointed threshold t1up. Then the phase of constant
brake pressure takes place. If the actual wheel slip is less than
the appointed slip threshold then the brake pressure [s1w]
increases again, condition 2. In addition, to avoid the
overcontrol due to the wheel inertance, the time of holding of
the constant pressure must be 50 ms at least. This value was
individual determined for actual configuration of the brake
system.
2.  After the slip exceeds the threshold [s1w], condition 3, the
transition to the block B takes place where the brake pressure
is being reduced. The pressure reduction goes stepwise to
avoid overcontrol due to the lagging of the hydraulic system.
The time of brake pressure reduction should not exceed
t2down, condition 4. Then the phase of constant pressure
begins and lasts 50 ms, condition 5.
3.  The transition from the block B to the block C takes place
after the wheel acceleration aw becomes a positive value,
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condition 6. The holding of the constant pressure lasts either
until thresholds [a2w] and [s2w] or until the time of actual
phase exceeds 70 ms (this value takes into account hysteresis
processes in brakes), condition 7.

4.  After condition 7 the brake control comes into the phase
of new increase of the pressure, the block D. This process is
controlled through conditions 8 and 9.

5.  If the wheel slip exceeds the threshold [s1w], condition 10,
then the transition to the block B takes place.

An important component of the described logical chain is the
fuzzy tire friction model that was proposed by the authors of
this article in [9, 10]. The model calculates the actual value of
the tire-road friction coefficient µact as a multi-parameter
function,

(1)

that depends on the road surface texture (primary value) and
weather conditions (environmental value). In Eq. (1) κ is the
road microtexture, λ is the road macrotexture, Tc is the
temperature of road surface, Te is the environmental
temperature, ρ is the environmental moisture, and i is the
precipitation intensity (for rain or snow). This approach was
used in the discussed research to tune the parameters of the
climatic chamber in accordance with the simulated road
conditions.

TEST PROGRAM
Experimental works were performed for straight-line braking
of the vehicle model with the following basic technical data:

• Quarter vehicle mass - 469.1 kg;
• Effective tire radius - 0.318 m;

• Wheel inertia - 1.6 kgm2;
• Initial braking velocity (in-stop braking) - 60 and 120 km/h.

Three types of road surfaces were emulated using the fuzzy
tire friction model. Table 1 displays the surface data, Figure 6
gives a graphical interpretation of tire characteristics, and
Figure 7 shows the brake torque modulation for all test
modes. In accordance with the preliminary performed
experimental design, all measurements were repeated three
times. For comparative purposes the measurements without
the ABS control were also made (service braking).

Table 2. Main road characteristics

CONCLUSIONS OF VERIFICATION
ACTIVITIES
The physically realization of the proposed bench fusion
works successfully. Nevertheless it can be stated that certain

Figure 5. Structure of ABS algorithm aw - wheel deceleration /acceleration, sw - computed wheel slips, t - time
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Figure 6. Tire characteristics by braking at 60 km/h (a) and 120 km/h (b)

Figure 7. Brake torque modulation at 60 km/h (a) and 120 km/h (b)
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measures and experiences are required to refine the
interaction between both test rigs.

By doing so it can be stated that this approach represents an
improvement compared to conventional hardware-in-the-loop
and brake dynamometer testing respectively. Since traditional
brake dynamometers don't offer e.g. the required actuation
dynamics for ABS scenarios a huge step forward in the
development of brake systems can be expected.

In the near future more detailed case studies regarding
particle emission and also wear behavior will be done to
verify the new approach also for the above mentioned
possible fields of application.

SUMMARY
The article introduced a novel approach of combining two
conventional test rig layouts and gaining a new testing
concept. In a first step the two bench concepts, namely a
brake dynamometer and a hardware-in-the-loop test rig, are
presented in detail. Subsequently an ABS braking scenario
was implemented to realize verification studies. By doing so
the functionality of the novel approach was proved.

As a consequence the authors recommend for future test rig
layouts the presented design approach as a new standard.
Since ABS systems exhibit more and more functionalities and
the number of control interventions increases remarkably, it
is strictly required to represent them also in the field of
friction material development. Also for the development of
ABS systems this approach is helpful, because actual friction
laws do not represent the friction behavior for all operating
conditions correctly. Only the physical friction contact offers
the required fidelity.

The authors plan to continue the investigations and to
introduce the first results in future works.
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